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Dear Microfans?
The Group has grown tremendously since the last Newsletter;
there are now over 4? COO members in 42 countries around the World. One of the
best features of the Sharp MZ series is the ability to change programming
languages by changing the tapes?
as promised this newsletter contains
programs in BASIC? Pascal? Forth? Fortran? Assembler and machine code. Thanks
are due to John Yau? Nick Hislop? Duncan Booth and Stuart Pirie of Knights
and to members A. Wontraba and D. Brodie for their CDntr i but i Dns.
Since the last Newsletter I have again visited Sharp in Japan
my second visit in seven months.
Mr Amano has now merged the MZ and PC
computer sections into one division. He said computer sales were up 110"/. on
the previous year and with the introduction of the MZ—80A into many new
countries sales were expected to continue to rise very quickly. He proudly
it is a large palatial room with 60
showed me the new directors boardroom
seats around a huge circular desk. Meetings make great use of large screen
displays to show documents thus saving paper and energy.
New products are
placed on a revolving stage in the centre of the room so that all
the
directors can comment on the item. Mr Amano arranged a meeting for me with 12
key members of his staff. The designer of the MZ-80A and all the technical
and software managers were very interested in my reaction to the new
computer. They took a great interest in the Sharp User Group and I passed on
many of the comments we have received from members.

--

-

products

Mr Amano knew from my previous visit that we had sold Sharp
at Aberdeen since 1974 and have never charged anyone to fix a Sharp

and we joked about having a special celebration if we can keep this up for
years.
All joking apart I congratulated his staff on the technical
excellence of all the Sharp products - as without the care at manufacture we
would have had to charge for repairs after the usual guarantee period of 1
year. Mr Amano was delighted to learn that we were now into our ninth year of
selling Sharp and still having never charged for a repair.

ten

I again visited the Sharp manufacturing facility at Nara where
great emphasis is placed
on energy saving with half the factory power being
supplied by solar cells.
Next to the modern factory complex Sharp have a
memorial hall which is dedicated to the founder of Sharp. This hall displays
samples of all the products Sharp have made from the first radio right up to
their work in space research. A satellite? moon rock samples? certificates
and medals showed NASA’s thanks to Sharp for their assistance with the
American space flights. As you leave memorial hall you go through a passage¬
way which invites you to leave the past behind and step into the World of
Tomorrow. A voice operated door opens to commands in English or Japanese and
you walk through to see the latest Sharp developments.
Many of the items I
saw are still very much a secret but I can say that Sharp have many new
patents on digital technology?
solid state displays? fibre optic cables and
satellite television.

k

There is a company in Japan called Hudsonsoft who have a very
large range of languages and programs -for Sharp micros. Mr Yuji Kudo is the
owner and he has several shops and a staff of around one hundred producing
programs and languages for Sharp micros. Mr Kudo has signed an agreement for
distribution outside Japan and these excellent programs will become available
on a world-wide basis once they are translated. Yuji is the person who wrote
Stamp Out?
Othello* Ten Pin Bowling* Head On* Clever Cribber* Identikit and
several other programs which have been translated by Sharp UK. Yuji and I get
on well mainly because we are both radio amateurs and we both know the same
amateurs at Sharp.

Letters are often received from members

who

wish

to

connect

Academy Street*
special printers to a Sharp micro. Peterson Electronics of
Forfar specialise in this and a call to Mr. Byars at Forfar 62591 will
connect you to someone who can help you. Peterson also make a range of boards
for the MZ series computers and these can be used for programming eproms*
data acquisition* relay control etc. Peterson's latest board can take up to
32K of eproms and this is most useful if you need to have switch on BASIC or
wish to switch on with a task pre-programmed. Petersons have been using
Sharps to control and log data from submersible vehicles which crawl about
the North sea bed and the very high quality boards they make are a spin off
from their oil related work. They are presently considering a 256K RAM memory
board.
Petersons will also undertake manufacture of
boards to your
requi r ements.

UK recently took their top twenty dealers on a business
Paul #2* Cyril and Philip
while there we
Moore of Kuma and Ron Evans from Sharpsoft
had long
The three of us are the most
about the illegal copying of programs.
enthusiastic of Sharp's dealers and between us we own the copyright to
hundreds of programs. We are aware of dealers who copy our programs for
friends or even give away our programs with machines they sell. We are aware
of manufacturers representatives who have pirated our software. We are aware
of groups who exchange our software. We are aware of individuals who copy our
programs. We even know of one person in Bolton who SELLS programs we have
printed in this newsletter. Presumably these people* who are not confined to
the UK* do not normally steal goods from shop counters or steal money from
banks but apparently have no qualms about their illegal computer activities.
No matter where you are in the World I would like to hear about anyone who is
copies of Knights*
illegal
Kuma, Sharpsoft, Crystal,
offering
you
Wolstencroft or Hudson programs and we will pass on the information to the
copyright owner.
Sharp

trip

- thanks Paul*
discussions with Tim

-

to Barbados

Care
When did you last clean the tape recorder on your Sharp?
use a professional spray on
must be taken to keep the heads shining clean
cleaner and a cotton bud thus ensuring perfect, use of the tape section. Sharp
have taken great pains to use pulse width modulation for 100“/, reliability of
reading and writing to tape but unfortunately users sometimes forget to keep
the heads clean. All tapes will in time deposit some of their coating on the
heads and we recommend that you clean them weekly.

-

Those with a technical background will be interested in the
programmable sound generator circuit which is printed on the last page. The
PSG lets the Sharp program almost any sound from an explosion to a train
whistle. We are particularly interested in printing details of circuitry
added on to Sharp micros by members.
many

Thanks for all your letters and it has been very good to
of you in person in the last few months.
Happy computing,

Craham Knight

meet

GET THIS!
How t o make the MZ-BOK "GET" function repeat
by Stuart Firie
You may have noticed that when you use the GET function to input
data from the keyboard? to enter a second item of information you have
to push the key again. This can be annoying in game applications where
continuous polling of the game keys is required.
Normally?
when you GET a character from the keyboard? the computer
looks at location 17328 and if the number held there is the same as the
ASCII of the key currently being pressed? then the key being pressed is
ignored and a null string is returned.

The way to get round this is to POKE 17828? 0 just before the GET
This makes the computer think that the last key pressed was
a blank and so it effectively makes the keys repeat. This is used in
This useful poke
the "Caterpi 1 1 ar Crawl" program in this Newsletter.
must precede every GET statement where you want the keys to repeat.

statement.

This poke is not necessary for the MZ-80A as its monitor key scan
routine automatically checks for a key which has been held down. Thus
keys
times.
all
repeat
at
all
on
has
MZ-80A
the

Cave Adventure-Now Available for the Sharp
by Nick Hi si op
name "Adventure" is instantly recognisable to a whole
generation of programmers and is one of the most popular computer games
ever devised.

The

very

Originally
created in America in the late 'sixties? Adventure has
around the world in various guises and can be found lurking
somewhere on almost every large mainframe. The game is essentially one
of exploration and discovery where the player has to find his way
around a complex maze of rooms using his imagination and intelligence
to overcome various hazards the designer of the world has placed in his
spread

way.

The player moves around the game system by issuing commands to the
computer such as "light torch"? "move east"? "bribe elf" and so on. The
real beauty of the game is that although it is possible to map the
adventure world (indeed it is almost mandatory to do so!) a well
written game will require the player to expend a great deal
of effort
and imagination before finally emerging alive into the outside world?
treasure in hand. Many of the creatures you encounter on your travels
will test your wits
can you avoid the slavering -fangs of the cave
bear, will the gnome who guards the magic bridge accept your bribe or
will he instead hurl you down the rocky ravine. Can you recite to the
wizard the sacred word which grants you entry to the deeper levels?

-

As for the rooms themselves - the scenes defy description? towering
cities floating in mid-air? the Hall of Mists? the Crypt? and of course
a few deviously constructed mazes to try the patience of a footsore
wanderer
all of these things are there for you to encounter and many
more besides.

-

Those of you who have never played an Adventure game before will
thrill to the taste of fantasy action? and as for those of you who have
what more need we say?

-

Cave Adventure is available for the MZ-80K and the MZ-80A? runs from

BASIC? and costs £10

plus

VAT.
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The keyboard scanning hardware of the MZ-80K and MZ--80A are botn very
similar but there are important differences to be noted. Both machines have
the keyboard switch matrix connected to an 8255 programmable peripheral
interface acessed by the CPU via memory mapped I\0 locations $E0Q0 and
$E001. The differences lie in the keyboard switch matrix layout
and as can
be seen from fig.l and fig.2 the MZ-80K and MZ-80A can-figurations are very
This means that li\C programs containing their own keyscan
different.
routines written for the MZ-80K will not run properly on the MZ-80A and
vice versa. However? with some knowledge of the how the key scanning works?
it is quite easy to rewrite the keyscan routines as necessary.

are all that are required to
The two memory locations $E000 and $E001
perform a key scan operation. A number is written into location $EQ00 by the
and the lower four bits of this number determine the strobe signal
C.P.U.
ten possible strobe signals? each
There are
sent to keyboard matrix.
determining a particular column of the keyboard matrix to be examined. The
memory location $E001 is then read by the C.P.U. and the bit pattern of the
number read gives the information on which keys have been pressed (of the
column under examination). For example if we write 1 into $E000? column 1
is being scanned. If location $E001 now contains 254 (ie 1111 1110) it
means that the key * Z* has been pressed for the MZ-80A keyboard and •" 2’
pressed for the MZ-BOK keyboard.

The normal user is not usually concerned with his own keyscan routine
since. most high level languages like BASIC have ’GET” functions to test if
a key has been pressed. However? if the user wishes to test if more than
one key has been pressed simultaneously a self-written keyscan routine may
be useful. An example where this is required is in the case of 'Space
the left and right keys should be independent of the
Invader’ controls?
fire key. Note that due to the inherent nature of the switch matrix it
becomes increasingly difficult to detect larger numbers of keys pressed
simultaneously?
as a number of keys pressed together may yield a throughpath for a key that has not been pressed.
Figure 3 shows a simple machine code keyscan routine that tests ii a LzJ
or
Cx 3 has been pressed? or both. The routine would be called and the
locatiions $8000 and $8001 examined. The latter are flags for the LZ J and
Cx 3 keys and if set to 1 this means t hat 11 ie carresPOnd i ng k ey h a been
pressed.

10 keyboard strobe input terminals
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Problem Page
Mr M Shaw from Pontypridd in Mid Glamorgan wrote in
strange results concerning the CHR$ ar.d GET functions.

on

the

subject

of

a

certain

II

I have included several program segments giving examples of GET and
CHR$ peculiarities on my MZ-80K. It may be significant that all involve , or " The
RAM chips were checked as OK ; the GET problem is also apparent in many other
programs
Test Program

e

1 CLR

2 A$= ""
10 GET A$:IF A$="" THEM 10

20 PRINT "X"

30 PRINT A$

£>i

First time: RU’' [CR]

Si)

X

«ÿ
&

READY
RUN [CR]

Second and subsequent times:

X
(where

I

I was the key pressed)

READY
Other points noted were:
a) PRINT CHR$(34) will not give
b)

"

PRINT CHR$(M ) will not give ,

Dear Mr Shaw,

V—

Die points you make in your letter regarding GET,
are indeed peculiarities of Sharp Basic SP-5025. The strange

CHR$ and

data

files

behaviour of GET is
easily explained when you realise that GET returns 102 for the [CR] key which prints
as "ÿ£" and that the code for the last character "got" is stored so that the code for
a key is only returned once.
Taking your program 1 as an example:
a) RUN [CR]-the GET here is storing 0 or some other arbitary value

happens the value returned by get changes back to 0 and the next key pressed will

with

your

(unnecessary)

line

be
1

GET A$.

Your problems with CHR$ arise because BASIC SP-5025 copies the code given into
an area of memory, following it with [CR] and then uses the same routines as INPUT
and READ to transform it into a string, hence the behaviour when using " and , (CHR$
objects to , for the same reason).
To use strings with quotes in them try
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now use Q$ whenever you want a quote mark. Commas can be handled by Q$=",". Thus
convert a number (32-255) to a character you should use
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0 uZ O

so that code 102 is returned from GET and stored. •
A$=CHR$(102) and this accounts for the effect you observed.
When you run the program again GET finds that [CR] is being held down but since it
is already storing 102 it returns a null return until [CR] is released; when this
replace

o

UZ

£b

U1

b) 10 GET A$-at this point you are probably still holding down the [CR] key

returned to A$. The remedy to this quirk is to
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Yours sincerely,
EXincan Booth
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Differences Between MZ-BOK and MZ-8QA disk BASIC
by Nick Hi si op
MZ— BOA disk BASIC is very similar to SP-6015,
but has some rather
interesting new features. Two new system variables, CSRH & CSRV , store
the current cursor vertical and horizontal values respect i vel y
SA-6510
also includes all the tape file facilities one would expect from a tape
BASIC - WOPEN/T, ROPEN/T, CLOSE/T and INPUT/T. The VERIFY command is
used
with cassette programs in an identical
manner to the VERIFY
already available in SP-5025 tape BASIC.

.

Two new printer commands, COPY/P and PAGE/P, have been added —the
latter controls the number of lines per page on the printer while the
former copies the whole screen to the printer.

Pascal Corner
A Selection of Nee Pascal Programs
Since its release last year, Knights Wee Pascal has proved very popule
as an introduction to structured programming. Many people have asked fc
further sample programs to be published so that certain aspects of Pasec
For this reason we have devoted a whol
can be more fully illustrated.
section of our newsletter to a suite of programs written by John Yau t
show how certain common algorithms can be implemented neatly and clearly.
program
It automatical 1
routine.
is a selection sort
The first
generates 100 random
numbers and sorts them into order using the selectic
method. In the selection sort every item in the array is compared wit
every other and swapped if necessary. It is one of the most simple sorts i
program,
but does have the disadvantage that the expected number c
comparisons gets very 1 arge as the number of items to be sorted increases.

Using
thi
method.
second also sorts, but uses the insertion
During
each cycle
100 passes are made along the array.
"current" item is selected and inserted at an appropriate place in th
array.
An interesting feature of this program is the WHILE-DO construe
which is used
when selecting an appropriate place to store the curren
number.

The

technique

This is quite c
The third and final sort program is a Bubblesort.
sort but like the others is quite inefficient when larc
amounts of data have to be sorted. The program runs down the array lookin
at adjacent elements. If the larger element is higher up the array then th
pair are swapped and the program continues to repeat this procedure
unti
either no swaps are made (all the elements must be in order) or until th
starting point is the same as the end point.
This algorithm is called
bubble sort because the smaller ("lighter") numbers "float" to the top c
the array while the larger ("heavier") numbers "sink" to the bottom.
interesting

Program four is an example demonstrating a method of finding the larges
and smallest numbers in a particular sequence.
Program five generates a Fibonacci sequence so that the Nth term is th
sum of the (N-l)st term and the(N-2)nd term.
Program
six selects 25 pairs of numbers at
greatest common divisor for each pair.

random

and

computes

th

Program seven is an easy number guessing game.

The

last

routine

is an example of a

user

defined

function

-

thi

particular example returns the length of a number typed in by the user.

None of these programs are particularly complex, but they do give som
clear examples of how Pascal programmers use the structured features of th
language to solve problems in a manner completely different to that adopts
by most BASIC programmers.

ARRAY A Cl 001;
UAR I,K, TEMP;
PROC WAIT;
UAR z;

ARRAY AC1003;
UAR I,J,Z;
PROC WRIT;
BEGIN

BEGIN
Z: =0;
WHILE Z=0 DO Z:=GET;

Z:=0J

WHILE Z=0 DO Z:=6ET;

END;

END;

PROC SWAP;
UAR TEMP;

PROC GENERATE;
BEGIN
FOR Is 1 TO 100 DO
A CII:=RND ( 180+RND( 50) );

—

BTEMP:=flm;
RCI J:=ACJJ;
RCJJ: =TEMP;

END;

PROC OUTPUT;
BEGIN
FOR Is -1 TO 100 DO
WRITE (AC 13:5);

END;

PROC GETNUMBERS;
URR K;

BEGIN
FOR K: =1 TO 100 DO RCKJ: =RNDO00);
END;

PROC CLEARSCREEN;
BEGIN
PUT (#16);
END;
BEGIN

BEGIN
FOR L:=l TO 100 DO
WRITE (ArL3:5);

CLEARSCREEN;

__

BEGIN
PUT (#16);

WRITE ("****NUMBER SORT****",/);
WRITE ("This Pros raw generates a sequence of",/);
WRITE ( “random numbers (9-100) and sorts then"?/);
WRITE ("into order using the Selection Sort'S/);
WRITE ("algorithm. ",/,/);
WRITE ("PRESS ANY KEV TO GENERATE RANDOM",/);
WRITE ( " SEQUENCE
", / ):

WAIT;

PUT

(#16);

WRITE

("Here is the
GETNUMBERS;
WRITENUMBERS;

"TWO

END;

PROC WRITENUMBERS;
UAR L;

END;

PROGRAM

random

sequence",/,/);

WRITE ("****INSERTION SORT****",/);
WRITE ("This program generates a sequence of "»/)
WRITE ("random numbers and sorts them into",/);
WRITE ( "order using t he inser tion a1g orit- hm ", /
WRITE (/, "PRESS ANY KEY TO COMPUTE....'.");

WAIT;
GENERATE;

CLEARSCREEN;
OUTPUT;

......

WRITE (/, "SORTING NOW
AC0J:=AC1J;
FOR I:=1 TO 190 DO

",/);

BEGIN
TEMP:=AC 13;
K:=I;

WHILE (K>1) AND (TEMP<=ACK-1J) DO
BEGIN

WRITE (/, "SORTING NOW. ...",/);
FOR Is =1 TO 99 DO
FOR J:=I TO 100 DO

ACK3:=ACK-13;
K:=K-1;
END;

BEGIN
IF ACJDACIJ THEN SWAP;

ACK3:=TEMP;

END;

END,*

WRITE (/, "Here are the sorted numbers",/,/);
WRITENUMBERS;

WRITE

WRITE

END.

(/),*
("Here

is the sorted sequence...",/);

OUTPUT;

END.
UAR A, B, C, D, COUNT;
PROC GETNUMBERS;
BEGIN
A: =RND( 10000);D:=A;
PROGRAM

B:=RND(10000) ;C:=B;

FIVE

THISTERM, PREUTERM, TERMBEFORETHAT,COUNT,Z;

URR
BEGIN

Z:=0;

..

("Here

PROGRAM

SIX

PROC WAIT;
UAR Z;
BEGIN
z:=@;

THISTERM:=l;

PREUTERM: =0;
COUNT: =0;
PUT (#16);
WRITE ("****FIBONNACI SEQUENCE****",/);
WRITE ("A sequence of numbers is called a ”,/tl
WRITE ("FIBONNACI SEQUENCE when a tern is the ",/)?
WRITE ("sun of the two previous terns.');
WRITE (/, "PRESS ANV KEV TO COMPUTE. ",/,/);
WHILE Z=b DO 2:=GET;

WRITE

END;

is such a sequence....

,/,/»/),

REPEAT
BEGIN

TERMBEFORETHAT:=PREUTERM;
PREUTERM: =THISTERM;
THISTERM: =PREUTERM+TERMBEFORETHAT;

COUNT: =COUNT+l;
WRITE ("Tern no. ", COUNT: 3, " is ", THISTERM: 5,/),
END;

UNTIL C0UNT=22;
END.

WHILE Z=0 DO

Z:=GET;

END;

PROC PRINTRESULT;
BEGIN

WRITE
WRITE

("The
(/);

G.C.D. of ",D:4," and ",C:4," is ",B:4

END;

PROC GCD;
BEGIN
REPEAT
BEGIN
IF A<B THEN B:=B-A
ELSE A:=A-B;
END;

UNTIL A=B;
END;

BEGIN
PUT (#16);

WRITE
WRITE
WRITE
WRITE

("****GCD OF TWO RANDOM NUMBERS****",/,/);
("This program selects 25 pairs of random",/
("numbers and prints the greatest common",/)

.

("divisor for each pair ",/ );
WRITE (/, "PRESS ANY KEV TO COMPUTE

WAIT;

PUT (#16);
COUNT: =1;

REPEAT

GETNUMBERS;
GCD;

PRINTRESULT;

COUNT: =INC (COUNT);
UNTIL C'0UNT=26;
END.

">;

ARRAY AC 1001;
UAR i;
PROC WAIT;
UAR z;
BEGIN

ARRAY AC100J;

UAR K, HLL30RTED, TRUE,I, J, TEMP;
PROC WAIT;
UAR 2;
BEGIN

Z:=@;

WHILE Z=0 DO Z:=GET;

Z:=0;

END;

WHILE Z=0 DO Z:=GET;

PROC GENERATE;
BEGIN

END;

FOR I: =1 TO 100 DO

PROC GENERATE;

BEGIN
A C 11:=RND ( 1000+RND( 500) ) ;
WRITE (ACIK5);

BEGIN
FOR I:=1 TO 100 DO
ft CII:=RND 1000+RND <1000));

<
AC03:=flm;

END;
END,*
PROC FINDMAX;
UAR MAX;

END;

PROC OUTPUT;

BEGIN
FOR I:=1 TO 100 DO
WRITE (ACI]:5) ;
END?

BEGIN
MAX: -AC 1 3 ;
FOR I:=2 TO 100 DO

BEGIN

PROC BUBBLESORT;
BEGIN

IF AC 11>MAX THEN MAX:=ACI3;

END;

TRUE: =1;
REPEAT
I : =1+1;
ALLSORTED:=TRUE;
;ÿ ;

MIN: =AC 11;
FOR I:=2 TO 100 DO
BEGIN
IF ACIKMIN THEN MIN:=ACI3;

ACJ3:=TEMP;

END;

TEMP: =Af J-l 3;
END

WRITE

WRITE
WRITE
WRITE
WRITE

ALLSORTED: =0;
END;
J:=J-l;
UNTIL J=I+l;
AC II: =TEMP;

("sequence

PUT

OR (1=99);

and

("PRESS

A SEQUENCE** , />;
random number ",/);

the largest and ",/);

finds

("smallest values.",/);

WAIT;

ALLSORTED=TRUE )

.....

("ÿÿMAXIMUM AND MINIMUM OF
("This program generates a

WRITE

ANY KEY TO COMPUTE

—

($16);

");

GENERATE;

BEGIN
PUT ($16);

__

< " ♦♦♦♦BUBBLESORT♦♦♦♦",/,/);

FINDMAX;
FINDMIN;

.....

■■■WM— j—a
END.
UAR FLAG, TOOSMALL, CORRECT, TOOBIG, T, N, X ,*

WRITE ("This program generates a sequence of ",/);
WRITE <" random numbers arid sorts then into ",/);
WRITE < "order using the BUBBLESORT algorithm",/);
",/),*
WRITE </,/, "PRESS ANY KEY TO COMPUTE
WAIT;

GENERATE;
(/, "Here

is

< , " SORTING

WRITE
BUBBLESORT;
OUTPUT;
/

PROC CLEARSCREEN;

BEGIN
PUT ($16);

NOW

PROGRAM

FND:

m
PROC TEST;
BEGIN
IF N>X THEN FLAG: =TOOBIG;
IF N=X THEN FLAG: =CORRECT;
IF N<X THEN FLAG: = TOOSMALL;

the randon sequence..",/);

OUTPUT;

", /);

SEV/EM

“

END;

END.

PROC GENERATENUMBER;
BEGIN
X':=RND(999)+l;

UAR N, COUNT,I;

WRITE ("I HAUE THOUGHT OF A NUMBER BETWEEN ONE ",/);
WRITE ( " AND ONE THOUSAND...",/,/);

PROC GETNUMBER;

BEGIN
WRITE < " TYPE IN NUMBER
REACHN) ,*

END;

");

PROC GET INPUT;
BEGIN
WRITE (/, "WHAT'S YOUR GUESS ?",/);

END;

FUNC LEN <N);
BEGIN
I: =1; COUNT: =1;
WHILE N DIU <1*10)00 DO
BEGIN

READ(N);

END;

BEGIN

TOOBIG: =@;
CORRECT: =1;

l:=I*10;

TOOSMALL:=2;
CLEARSCREEN;

COUNT: =C0UNT+1;
END;

chn-<: =C0UNT;
»;

minimum value is ",MIN:5>;

BEGIN
PUT ($16);

BEGIN
AC J3:=AC J-l 3;

WRITE

("The

END;

ELSE

WRITE

",MAX:5,/);

PROC FINDMIN;
UAR MIN;

REPEAT
IF A CJ-IK TEMP THEN
BEGIN

<

maximum value is

BEGIN

J:=100;

UNTIL

(/, "The

WRITE
END;

TEMP: =Atl 001;

END;

PROGRAM FOUR

mmmm—mmmm—mmmm

PROGRAM

WRITE
WRITE

EIGHT

PROC CLEARSCREEN;
BEGIN
PUT <*16);

T:=l;

REPEAT;

GET INPUT ,*

END;

TEST;

BEGIN

CLEARSCREEN;

WRITE ("ÿÿÿÿÿÿDIGIT COUNT♦♦♦♦♦♦ ",/,/);
number
WRITE ("This simple program counts the
",/,/,/);
WRITE ("ot
REPEAT

WRITE1?/,/*

digits

( "«ÿ»«SSMÿSSa8mKÿ6UESS
(/,/);

GENERATENUMBER;

.

_

M
",/)»

in a given number.

"THE NUMBER HAS
WRITE (/,/);
C0UNT=999;
UNTIL
END.

",LEN

CN):5," DIGITS.");

__

MY NUMBEfÿMTMMMMft",/);

IF FLAG-TOOSMALL THEN
WRITE ("too small....",/);
IF FLAG-TOOBIG THEN
",/);
WRITE ("too big
IF FLAG=CORRECT THEN
BEGIN
WRITE ("HURRAH! YOU ARE CORRECT.",/);
WRITE ("YOU TOOK ",T.*4," TRIES.",/);
END;

T:=T+1;
UNTIL FLAG=CORRECT;

END.

Forth Amendment
New

printer Routines -for Knights

Forth

The program segment accompanying this text was printed on
a standard P3 printer using the printer routines described
below. With these it is now not only possible to get hard
copy o-f Knights FORTH programs;. but also to send characters
directly
to the printer
two -features which will become
invaluable to FORTH programmers both novice and expert.

-

Useful definitions

p.

takes the number off the top of the stack and sends the ASCII
character equivalent to the printer.

N.

performs in a similar manner to P.
itself appears on the paper.

L.F/P

outputs a line -feed to the printer
all the characters sent
to the printer since the most recent LF/P command are printed
and the print head moves to the start of the next line.

TXT/P

outputs to the printer a listing
r esi d i n g i n the t ex t ed i tor b uf f er.

01)TP

is a simple demonstration routine:

except that

the

number

-

of the program currently

when called the program
waits for twenty characterers to be input from the keyboard;.
echoed to the screen. and finally outputs the line to the
printer.
This example is included to demonstrate
one
application now possible with these new printer routines.

1 FORGET HEX
2 [ HEX $10 BASE ! ] L DEC I #1© BfiSE ! 3
3 HEX DBF5 UPR PRINTSUB E6FE , FE0D ,
4 2000 , F1F8 , FFD3 > 803E , FED3 ,
5 FEDB , 00EG , 01FE > F820 ? D3AF , C9FE
9999 ,
6 C DUMP PRINTSUB DUP $. ":" S. BEGIN DUP
? SB $. " " S. 1 + DUP 9B $99 = END 3
8 1CD2 CONST LPST 1CD6 CONST LPEND
9 REG 1 + CONST PREG C PREG ! PREG !B ]
10 [ P. PREG! PRINTSUB USR 3
11 C LF/P $0D P. 3
12 C SKIP 0 DO LF/P LOOP 3
13 DECI
14 [ CHM "E" S. 3
15 [ PBS DUP 0 <: IF 0 SWPP
THEN 3
16 0 UPR NCNT
17 l INC DUP Si 1 + SWAP ! 3
18 c N. 0 NCNT 1 DUP 8 < IF $2D P. PBS THEN
#10 /M SWAP $30 + SWAP NCNT I NC
19
DUP 0 = END DROP NCNT Si 0 DO F. LOOP 3
20 0 UPR LCNT
21 C SP. $20 P. 3
22 [ L. LCNT Si N. SP. LCNT INC 3
23 C LIST. 1 LCNT 1 LPST S» L. BEGIN DUP
24 SB DUP P. $0D = IF. L. THEN 1 + DUP LPEND
25 Si = END LF/P ]
26 [ NOT 0 = 3
27 [ TXT/P LPST 3 LPEND H = F. IF LIST. THEN 3
28 0 UPR CHAR
29 [ EMIT CHPR ! 1 CHPR S. ]
30 C GUTP 20 0 DO 0 BEGIN DROP GETKV DUP END
31 DUP EMIT P. BEGIN GETKV NOT END
32 LOOP LF/P 3

-

Caterpillar Crawl
for the MZ-80K

--

ZbM KRlNl
!HbX42j; "CHTERPiLLHR CKHWL'*S PKiN f THfcK 12,’T ;
270 PRINT"!! Vou are a caterpillar try ins to ■maw"
280 PRINT"Bthrough a Piece of earth and set to the"
290 PRINT "Clast column in as few nowes as Possible"
300 PRINT "CC Each iviOwe you Make adds one to your
Cscore but ■'«?•'£. "
310 PRINT" represent a part icularlyS tough bit of earth so they incur
320 PRINT "Bpenalty of an extra four points."
330 PRINT "SC
PRESS HNV KEY' TO CONTINUE. "
340 SETR$: IFA$=" " THEN340
350 PRINT " EES Vou r-ioue t he cat er Piliar a round"
J-JJ PRINT "BEEEEEwit h the W,D and X keys."
360 PRINT "SC
W
= UP"
370 PRINT"
t"
380 PRINT"
♦+D
D = RIGHT"
i"
390 PRINT"
400 PRINT"
X = DOWN"
410 PRINT" S
"
420 PRINT"
L..L 1.1...1.1.1 l.J LLLLi 1„1 1 ,1 ,1 I i I i i I i "
430 GETfl*:IFfl$= " " THEN450

440 QOTO470
450 PRINT"B
PRESS HNV KEV TO CONTINUE"
460 SETH$: IFH$=" "THENPRINT" OS" : GOTO420
470 TEMPO?: 89=9999
480 PRINT " E ": THB < 12): " Cat e rpiliar C raw 1 ":PRINTTftB ( 12): " —
490 DIMB < 55 > s FORF=1 T055:fl*= " ":FORI=1 T08:RN=INT (RND 1 :•+2 >
500 IFRN=0THENPRINT a* ":
510 IFRN=1THENPRINT "KJ " ?
520 H$=fl$+STR$(RN>:NENTI :p=l:C=9: FORI =ST01STEP- 1 : IFMIQ$(R$, I., 1 ) = " 1 "THENC=C+F
530 P=P:+:2:NEXTI:B (F > =C:NEXTF
540 M0UES=0 s K=0 s V=7 2 DI=202:PRINT " GSCEESSSBBSBCSBCMOUES = 0"
550 P0KE53248+X+49* V ? DI
56@ GETH$: POKE17828,0:IFPT= " " THEN568
570 IF < H$= " W " ) +( fl*= "D " > + < fl$= " X " > THEN590
580 GOT0560
590 POKE53248+X+40*V,0: IF0$="D,,THENX=X+1:D1=284
600 IF H$= " W " T ••+: ( V >2 > THENV=V- 1:DI=202
610 IF(H$=" X " > ( V< 12 .? THENV=V+ 1: DI=205
620 MOVES=M0UES+1: IFPEEK(53248+X+40*V ?=208THENMOUES=MOUES+4:MUSIC,,C2CB"
630 F'RINT "E3SESEEEECCCCBSCSCC0C8SS " MOOES: IFX=39THENGHTnfi50
640 MUSIC "80 " : GOTO550
65M PUKE53248+ X+40* V ? DI
660 IFMOUES CBS THENBS-MGUES INPUT " What is your nane ? " : BN$: PRINT " CSSS "
670 PRINT "BSThe best score is" "BS?" by ";BN$
680 PR I NT "BBflnot her garoe ? (V=Ves> N=No) "
690 GETH$:IF A$= " N " THENEND
700 IFHT= "V " THENGOTO720
710 GOT0690
20 PRINT "Bsarÿe Piece of earth (ST or
a different one
(D) ?
730 GETH$: IFfl:£=" "THEN738
740 IFA$= " D " THEN480
750 IFfl$= " S " THEN770

<

760
770
780
79M
800
810
820
830
340

*

60 TO730
DIMfl( 8 > s PRINT "B* RE-PRINTING EARTH *B":‘=,0RF=1 T055: C=B(F >
IFREER' ( 5324 8 > =187 THENP0KE53248 ? 0:F0KE53268 8s GOTO800
PUK b5 3y 4 o 1 y 7 s F‘UK E532by iM r
s C=INTO>2;: HEtiTD
F0RD=8T 01STEP-1:
INT<CFQRD= 1 T08: 1Ffl C D > =0THENPRINT
":
IFfl C D > = 1 THENPR I NT "® "
Cat e rpi11a r C rawI :F R1NT TAB ( 12'?:
NEXTD F: PR I N I " 0
: 60T0546
PRINT
"
?

?

?

-

'

WDPRO
Dear Microfan,
This newsletter was prepared exclusively on a Sharp MZ— BOB' system using
a new word processing package.
The program itself is very simple
type the text on the screen and embed certain
-all the user has to do is
control characters which affect
such
items
as
the left and right margin
spacing,
page height and so on.
Lines of text can be centred, underlined,
printed double width,
etc. Full screen editing is possible with a repeat
facility on all keys.
It is possible to call up standard letters from disc
and alter the recipients" name, say, as the document is being printed.
The
user
can
copy
erase,
delete or
whole blocks of
very
text
in a
strai ghtf orward manner.
Pages
can be numbered or
titled if required,
alphanumeric sub paragraphs are also implemented.
"Wdpro"j

We have tried a number of word processors here at Knights and have
"Wdpro" is easily the best package for the
that
Sharp
within its
range.
"Wdpro"
is available for the MZ-80K,
MZ-80A and MZ-80B and
£39.50
+ VAT for the tape based version or £79.95 + VAT for the disc
version

.

found
price

costs
based

Yours faithfully,
Nick Hi si op

PS The "Wdpro" program is great
examples in this newsletter.

for reformatting text- you will see many

Minimum Peripherals for Printer System

OPTIONAL PRINTERS
printer
specif icatlonlrÿ--ÿ
Printing Method

Feed Method
Kinds of characters

Character Make-up
Number of Digits
Printing Speed

MZ-80P4

MZ-80PS

MZ-80P8

Main Unit

Printer
MZ-80P4
MZ-80P5

Serial impact dot matrix

Variable sprocket;
Friction

Variable sprocket

Variable sprocket;
Friction

230
9(W) 8(H) dot matrix (normal-size characters)
*
136/68 per line
80/40 per line
136/68 per line
160/80 per line
150 cps (normalcps
(normal-size characters)
80
size characters)

Character: Bi-directional
Bit image: Uni-directional (rightward)
Fanfold
Fanfold (4-10” wide);
Fanfold: 5-15'
Sheet (8.3— 8.5“ wide)
(4-10" wide)
Sheet: 5 —15'
Local voltage
Power Source
75W
Power Consumption
80 W
Operating: 5‘— 35*C
Operating: 5*— 35*C
Temperature
Storage: -20*C— 50*C
Storage: 0*— 50*C
Approx.
Approx.
Dimensions
x
x
377x352 * 105 mm
(W D H)
530 464 178mm
* *
Approx. 7.2 kg
Approx. 15 kg
Approx. 6.4 kg
Weight
function
Other Functions
• Software-controlled full graphicper
page
• Programmable number of oflines
HOME position (MZ-80P4 only)
•Battery-operated memory

MZ-80B

MZ-80P6
■

rioppy UISK

■ ■

Cable
MZ-8BP4C

MZ-8BP5R

MZ-8BP5C

MZ-8BP5i

a.

unu {MZ>Bur D)

..Mil. C OC

iwvs UIIYCD poi unit,

l/F Card

ROM

MZ-8BP4R

7A

4--.ÿ

uuai'diuou, uuuuio-uoiiduy, I\J iiavsisa, out i-

sectored; 16 sectors per track.

Head Sweep

Direction

Recording Paper

Memory Capacity
Power Consumption
Oneratina
Temperature

Humidity
Dimensions
Weight
Accessories
Options

280K bytes per diskette.
45W (AC 240V, 50 Hz)
4*C--25*C
20 %--80%
200(H) x 205 (W) x 320(D) mm
7 OI/A
« .a r\y

A power cord, a braid wire, and an instruction
manual
oaDie tor MZ-oOrB

Cable for MZ-80FBK
I/O card for floppy disk

The P4, F’5? and F’6 printers can be used on all Sharp micros including the

MZ-80K.

EXPERTS ONLY!
A program written by Duncan Booth to store new BASIC lines has
already been printed in a previous newsletter.
Member D. Brodie has
extended it further and this program converts machine code from a block
of memory into DATA statements suitable for POKEing into a BASIC
program.

The normal way to use this routine would be to load Sharp SP-5025
BASIC and the Knight Commander,
set a suitable LIMIT in memory, then
load the machine code routine you have created. Load the program which
calls the routine. APPEND the encoder routine. Enter RUN 65000 and
follow the instructions exactly. The next time you run the program the
machine code instructions stared as DATA statements will be poked into
the appropriate area of memory. They can then be called as usual using
the USR (start address) facility.

REM to st oTP new Basic lines
REM Written by Duncan Booth
REM and updated by D Brodie
DEF FNA < X > = < X >64999> + < X< > I NT < MBS < X > > > " REM E ror check f unct ionsREM E*ror = 1 otherwise 0
DEF FNB < X >=< X >65535>+<XOINK PBS
REM Input necessary data
I NRIJT"MC St art_ add ress ?" ? SA:I FFNB <SA > =0THEN65870
PR INT"11 Pa rdon ?0":GOTO65050
INPI IT MC End add ress ?" 5 Efi:IF FNB < EP > =8>*(Efl >Sfi > THEN65898
PRINT"Pa rdon ?S":QOTO65070
I NPUT"MC Run address ?U5RU* IFFNEKRU>THEN65090
I NPI IT"Pok e rout i ne < R > o r subrout i ne < S)" ? S$:S$=LEFTT < S$ 1 >
65120 IF <S*="8" > + <S$="R" > THEN65140
65130 PRI NT"Pardon?0":G0T0651 10
65148 I NPUT"Line number of store code ?" ? LN* IFFNP<LN>=0THEN65160
65158 PR I NT"Pa rdon ?S":GOT065140
65160 INPUT"St art line number of data?" SDL
65170 I FFNfl < DL > THENPR I NT"Pa rdon?S":60T065 160
65188 IFDL >LNTHEN65230
65190 I NPUT"Duerwr i t e of pok e rout i ne POSS i b 1 e ?" A$:H#=LEFT$ < A$? 1 >
65200 IF pf="V" THEN 65140
65210 IF P$="N" THEN 65238
65220 PRINT"PARDON ?S":G0T065190
65225 REM Disable break key
65230 PR I NT"OK. P 1 ease wa i t."• P0KE6636? 0'PQKE8767 0:P0KE8768 0' P0KE8769? 8
65235 REM Store machine code data
65240 Rfj=7(6800:RH=INT < Rfi/256 >:RL=RA-256*RH:FnR2=0TO6:READS:POKERH+Z.B:NEXTZ

65008
65810
65028
65030
65840
65845
65850
65060
65070
65080
65090
65110

*ÿ'

?

?

?

?

65250 DATA’245? 197? 229? 213? 195? 91? 8
65256 REM prepare store line
65260 POKEi01fi?> 1 s Pf=" “+8TR#<LN>+" LIMIT"+STR$(RU>+“ s F0RL0="+STRf<RU>+“T0"
65270 U$=HT+STRT <: RU+Efi-Sfl > +":REflDDfl: P0KEL0- D«!HEXTLO"
65288 IFS$="S"THENH#-fl$+“:RETURN"
65290 RE= 1:bOT06538U
65295 REM Prepare and store data lines
65300 6OSUB65370‘ A=SA
65318 IFLEN C A$+STR$ < PEEK < H > > > + 1 <80THEN65348
65320 P$=LEFT$ < f\$ LEN < H$ > 1 > s RE=2:GOT065380
65338 GOSUB65370
65340 p$=p$+STR$('PEEK < A))+" ? "S IFA< EATHENA=A+ 1 -'GOTO65310
65350 IFRIGHT$<A$? 1 > = ","THENA$=LEFT$< A$? LEN < AT > - 1 >:RE=3:GOTO65380
6536U P0KE6636? 205:P0KE8767? 218s P0KE8768? 133:P0KE8769? 19: END
65365 REM Prepare data line
65378 fi$=" "+STR*<DL>+" DATA":DL=DL+10: RETURN
65375 REM STORE LINE OF BASIC TEXT
65380 PR INT"EBB":PRI NT AT:PRINT " B3BBG0T065400":0L=PEEK*:4738)
65390 0H=PEEK(4739>:PRINT"Q"‘' P0KE4738? RL:P0KE4739? RH:STOP
65400 P0KE4738?0L:P0KF.4739 OH: ONREGOTO65300? 65330?65360
?

-

SOFTWARE NEWS
New Commands for M Z-BOK Fr or t r an
by Duncan Booth

Enter

the
program below into Knights Fortan immediately after
loading it from tape.
Compile the program. Place? a blank tape in
the tape unit and type RUN.
The resulting copy of the compiler
will be altered in the following respects.
a)

b>

***

Printing floating point, numbers
correctly

on

.

the printer now works

A new ?F' format becomes available eg WRITE (FRED. F>
will
characters with the decimal

print FRED in a
field of
10
point correctly located and
3
point.

digits displayed after

KNIGHT'S FORTRAN <U. 1 > PAGE. 81

***

the

MEM < $30C 1 > =$47 $D2
0800 1
00002
MEM < $30D2 > =$77 ,3,0
00003
00004
00005
00006
00007
00008
+: ERROR TOTAL 00000
* MEMORV SIZE 00134
* COMPILE OK *

TIMES
1 REM

4090 BVTE T APE

Extended Tape But f er Patch for BP-5025
BASIC

5 PF M f APA«":;{ TV BV
6 REM
UFRH T ON lists T!
Wontrob a 7 RFM TH!

by
patch
A.
This short
the size of
modifies tape BASIC so that
the cassette I/O buffer is increased to
This effectively means that
4096 bytes.
data is transferred to tape? at a
more
pauses
time 3 thus reducing the number of
in the t ap e ac tion dur in g t h e r eadin g an d
Once the BASIC has been
writing of data.
this progr am an d t.h e
r u.n
1oaded si mp1y
effective capacity of the tape will be
in c r eas ed b y 300 per c en t.

.

■； writing of
On one simple benchmark
255 items to tape) the transfer time was
reduced from 108 to 33 seconds. Who knows
maybe tape
stock control isn't so far¬
fetched after all ?

—

ff H
pi IF pM
H pi
i-i
MS
H
Ktn
RFM
9 PRINT "54096 BVTE BUFFER PROGRAM "
10 PRINT "COPVRIGHT A. WONTRAB 1381"
11 LIMIT 49151
12 READ A, L, H
13 IF A=0 THEN END
14 POKE A? L
15 POKE A+l , H
16 GOTO 12

The Sh arp Systems Package-Your Questions Answered
by JohnYau
Ho w can I get started with the Sharp bdi tor-Assembl er Pack ?
ideally
suitable for
The two manuals provided in the pack are not
assembly
highlight
the
fundamentals
they do
of
beginners
not
as
the concepts of machine code
programming.
language
To understand
programming either
the Rodney Zaks or the Lance Leventhal books on the
Z80 processor are recommended. The Sharp manual contains details of all
The second Sharp
the Z80 instructions and is a handy reference source.
the use of the tapes in the package and also gives a
manual explains
range of sample assembler programs.

What do the tapes do ?
There are 3 tapes. The normal sequence of use in producing a machine
The editorcode program which runs from monitor is as follows :
merged
editor
and
text
an assembler
a
assembler tape consists of
together.
First a program is typed in using the text editor. When the
program is complete the assembler
mode is entered and the program is
assembled.
The program can then be saved either as a text or an object
•file d epen ding on t he curr en t mod e

.

The object file obtained from the first tape does not run
from the
monitor yet? since the execute address has not been specified. The next
stage is to test to see if the program does what you want it to do. The
second tape,
the symbolic debugger, does exactly this.
It enables the
user to run the abject program and to test its operation by setting up
br e a k P OIn t s ? e x aminin g section s o f memor y ? et c

.

The final tape,
the relocatable loader, finalises your program and
enables it to be run from monitor.
The loading and execution addresses
are among the various parameters to be specified. The tape also enables
separate object programs to be linked together
to form one main object
program.

How do I run my programs ?

If the object file has been prepared with the relocatable loader it
can run straight from monitor,
otherwise the symbolic debugger must be
used to run the program.
Wh y am I g e111 n g "0 " errors wi th

The f ol 1owi ng a r e P ossib le
c*

l

mi a typed mr emoni t.

non -ex i s ten t mnemonic

c)

mnemonic me st. star t in

here mu St ia e a
a • ; j eg L'ML.I .

.*

0)

•jo

v-

bft

t h e fir st.

re.i j

Sf • .ac e

K
U

space of

t ween

ar 1;

tn a

I add c **(rni en 1 s tn

.i r

01

1

.

thi?

f 1 V :••t.

•

the

SPri.Cf? of

!!

mnemoni c

a

and the

line and must b e

! r <: g•

K V8
a
i-H.-Ct
(Jli'iiT er * s
i .i r (V
new
on
r>
i .! i ■. e as an
L»am<iW nt • ; on tic- sa i" 11*
char a (... t S'!
a
e !i i. *: !.)i < :Ci
Ff * : -er.eded C
i. n si * { ti on end
\. 9

a new line

. CUr1FH

i.

1 ab e i s must
termi na ted

easons ”

.

b

T1

How

”•

er y 1ine in my program ?

•

.

s(-

i reitf

fir st
as the
-colon
uc tior i must f a L 1ow an

Why should

I use labels ?

for
Labels allow you to reference different parts of the program;
?
example when jumping back to the start of the program a label START’
can be placed in the appropriate place. The end of your program might
have the instruction JR START. The assembler automat i cal 1 y calculates
the value of the operand in the JR instruction, ie the number of bytes
This saves a lot of tedious calculation,
it has to jump back.
especially in bac k w ar d jamps..

What are pseudo-ops ?
These are not standard Z80 mnemonics
understood only by the assembler.

but are instructions that are

How do I. know the si ze of my program '?
Use the height "H" command and subtract the original assembly bias
from the current assembly bias.
Why won't the examples at the back of the book work ?

Note that

even the source listings have "E'ÿs in the error field.
because the monitor routing addresses have not been specified
using the EQU command at the start of the program. (See the bottom of
page 37 of the system manual ).

This

is

1 don't understand assemble bias and the REL command..

the assemble bias is added to the relative addressing
of the assembler output) of your program to form
absolute addresses. The REL command if used adds an offset to the
absolute addressed program (ie it relocates the program). The REL.
command is not normally used when creating new programs.
The value of

(left hand column

PSG AY-3-8910

frTi

kEX frr3

W<j>

00

0

0

X

X

V

04

0

1

X

X

/I

08

1

0

0

0

0A

1

0

1

0

x/x/

0 B

1

0

1

1

\J

0C

1

1

0

0

/LI/

0D

1

1

0

1

0 E

1

1

1

0
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